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Paying bills via personal check is one of the oldest
methods in the book, but it's becoming increasingly
targeted by scams. Despite the decline in paper
checks, they are still widely utilized. In 2021,
Americans sent out 11.2 billion checks, which
reflects a 7.2% decrease from 2018, reports the
Federal Reserve.

The rise of low-tech check fraud is causing concern
among some older people, small-business owners,
and those without a bank account who prefer paper
checks. Security analysts and fraud specialists
suggest that this trend should prompt people to
consider using digital payments, which often offer
better consumer protections.

One digital option is peer-to-peer (or P2P) mobile
wallets. These allow people to transfer money online
using personal bank accounts or mobile apps,
making it easy to split bills with friends and family.
Examples of mobile wallets or P2P payments include
PayPal, Apple Pay, Venmo, Cash App, and Google
Pay. Learn even more about mobile wallets at
www.firstnationalbanks.com/co-sd/mobile-wallet. 

First National Bank also offers Bill Pay within our
internet banking. With online bill pay you can pay
bills securely, set up reminders, make recurring
payments and pay from multiple checking accounts
with ease. If you need to review past bills, you won’t
have to spend time searching for them, all of your
information is in one centralized location. 

Automatic transfers are another option for bills like
rent, loan payments and other consistent, scheduled
payments. Call your local FSR to learn more or seek
assistance with any of the options listed above!

Use Gel Ink: Experts recommend
using blue or black gel-ink pens.
Gel ink is permanent and harder to
remove than regular ballpoint pen
ink due to its chemical composition.
Slow Down: People tend to fill out
checks in a rush. Be sure to spell
everything out- from the name of the
recipient to the dollar amount. Even
add what the check is for in the
memo line!
Take Directly to the Post Office:
Leaving checks in your mailbox with
that red flag up is often an
invitation for fraudsters. Dropping
them into blue USPS boxes is still
not ideal. Instead, seal checks in
windowless envelopes and hand-
deliver them to the Post Office- or
even better yet, the payee.

When writing a check, give yourself
added protection with these tips-

1.

2.

3.

By following these simple tips, you can
help to ensure that your checks are safe
and secure.

*Message and data rates may apply to Mobile Wallet and Bill Pay.

https://www.firstnationalbanks.bank/mn/mobile-wallet/
https://www.firstnationalbanks.bank/co-sd/mobile-wallet-explained/





